Monte Carlo studies of the exit photon spectra and dose to a metal/phosphor portal imaging screen.
The energy spectra and the dose to a Cu plate/Gd2O2S phosphor portal imaging detector were investigated for monoenergetic incident beams of photons (1.25, 2, and 5 MeV). The Monte Carlo method was used to characterize the influence of the patient/detector geometry, detector material and design, and incident beam energy on the spectral distribution and the dose, at the imaging detector plane, of a photon beam scattered from a water phantom. The results show that radiation equilibrium is lost in the air gap and that, for the geometries studied, this effect led to a reduction in the exit dose of up to 40%. The finding that the effects of the air gap and field size are roughly complementary has led to the hypothesis that an equivalent field size concept may be used to account for intensity and spectral changes arising from air gap variations. The copper plate preferentially attenuates the low-energy scattered photons incident on it, while producing additional annihilation, bremsstrahlung, and scattered photons. As a result, the scatter spectra at the copper surface entrance of the detector differs significantly from that at the Cu/phosphor interface. In addition, the mean scattered photon energy at the interface was observed to be roughly 0.4 MeV higher than the corresponding effective energy for 2 MeV incident beams. A comparison of the dose to various detector materials showed that exit dosimetry errors of up to 24% will occur if it is assumed that the Cu plate/Gd2O2S phosphor detector is water equivalent.